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Russian musical superstar Alla Pugacheva slammed critics of her opposition to Russia's
invasion of Ukraine on Tuesday, calling supporters of the war "slaves" and "lackeys."

"How lucky am I to be hated by the people I've always hated," Pugacheva wrote in an
Instagram post.

"The reason is clear," she added, in an apparent reference to the Ukraine invasion. 

Pugacheva, 73, became the most high-profile cultural figure in Russia to speak out against the
war after her husband, the comedian Maxim Galkin, was labeled a "foreign agent" last month.
The singer publicly asked authorities that she be named a "foreign agent" alongside her
husband and condemned Russia's invasion of Ukraine for its "illusory goals that turned our
country into a pariah state."

"If they liked me, it would mean I was singing and living in vain," she said on Tuesday. "Let
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them gnash their teeth. They were lackeys, they turned into slaves."

Related article: Pop Diva Alla Pugacheva Comes Out Against the War

While Pugacheva's initial broadside split her fanbase along ideological lines, her scathing
comments on Tuesday about those who support President Vladimir Putin's invasion of
Ukraine could further polarize public opinion in Russia. 

The singer's latest post comes less than a week after Russian media reported that she had
returned to Israel, where she initially moved with Galkin and their children after the start of
the invasion of Ukraine in February before returning to Russia this summer.

Police in the Moscow region told state media on Sept. 20 that they had received a complaint
about Pugacheva's initial anti-war post for violating the country’s laws against "fake news"
about the military, which have effectively silenced voices critical of the war.
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